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GUENDALINA ROSSO By Mario Luca Giusti

What's trendy now days for your dining table? Here to stay, high end acrylic and melamine products. Designers, such as
Mario Luca Giusti from Italy (of course) came out recently with the very best line of dinnerware and drinkware non
breakable collection. I personally love it so much, that I got myself the blue wine glasses with the white pitcher....and
from now on my cristal collection is hidden in the dark for a very looooong time. Here, take a pick.
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Here is "Federica" designed by Mario Luca Giusti
http://www.mariolucagiusti.com/catalogo/Brocche/nocat/Federica

The Dolce Vita Collection by Mario Luca Giusti

Susy by Mario Luca Giusti

ALZATA ROSSO by Mario Luca Giusti
There many reasons to go with this new trend. First, unbreakable, so even if they are a little expensive, no need to worry,
they would not break easily. Second, everyone will love it. Third, it would never be as expensive as a designer glass
collection. Four, got tired of them, give it away without feeling quilty for expending hundreds of dollars on a single
collection. Fifth, they come in so many color that you dress your table instantly. Sixth, it does not hurt to get more than
one color, you can afford it. Seven, perfect for kids, they will love the colors and the shapes. As mentioned before there
are multiple reasons to go with the trend!!!
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